May 2019

FIELD TRIP GUIDELINES AND TRAIL ETIQUETTE

Prepare for an Enjoyable Nature Experience:

- Wear comfortable closed-toe shoes and layered clothing, temperatures vary throughout the day. Sunscreen and a sunhat are also highly recommended.
- Nametags are required for all students and chaperones (optional template).
- Restroom facilities are only available at the Nature Center.
- Stay on designated trails, unless instructed otherwise.
- Enjoy the trail in a sustainable way, please leave all plants, animals and artifacts in their place, return any item you observed where you found it, and carry out anything you brought in.

Arrival, Rain, or Cancellations

- Please arrive 15 minutes early to assemble everyone to start on time.
- In the event of rain or if your group encounters any major delays or other unforeseen complications that will cause a delay in your arrival or cancellation, please contact Elayna Flanders, Education Manager, at elayna@thenaturecollective.org.

Have Fun!